
Effective AV Policy Creation
TECHNOLOGIES | MARKETS | REGULATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning…I would first like to say thank you for the opportunity to be here today  and speak about a topic that has such enormous potential.  My name is Scott Hoselton, I am the president of ACS, a Middleton headquartered Des/Build / manufacturing firm with a core specialty in delivering integrated test and production solutions for the transportation industry. I am going to present to you today our perspective on AV policy creation, specifically 3 considerations that we have developed based on our 24 year history of dealing with regulations in transportation product development and validation. 



POLICY | WHAT CAN BE 
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Presentation Notes
I would like to share a story with you …and I think it relates well to the topic of policy creation. The above pictures are from a beautiful part of the US, southwestern Colorado. This summer, we took a family vacation to a Bluegrass Festival in Telluride and then headed to Sante Fe for another week. In between the two locations, we stumbled across Red Mountain Pass, a very beautiful mountain pass that lays between Ouray and Durango, Colorado. If you have not been, I highly recommend it. However, as with many unique and scenic places of interest, in order to get there , we had to take a road less travelled.



POLICY | WHAT CAN BE 
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While my daughter preferred not to look out the window, and my wife directed me to slow down…my boys joked about going over the edge…I turned the ac vents to blow directly on my hands as they became a bit sweaty and I slowed down. The pass itself was a 42 mile trip and  was a bit taxing …when we arrived at our evening stop, I grabbed a beer and jumped online to search for more details about  Red Mountain Pass…I wanted to learn how many accidents happened up there. 



POLICY | WHAT CAN BE 
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As you  can imagine, the combination of the road footprint, the elevation change, and the weather in this part of the world can be deadly. And in 2005, a minivan full of four family members and two friends slid off the pass …fell and rolled for 400 feet until it came to rest in the ravine below. A whole lot of good karma was with the passengers but most importantly, they all wore seatbelts. 5 of the 6 walked away and the 6th made it home that evening…Seatbelt technology was first deployed by Volvo in 1959…arrived in the US in 1963, and became a required feature in 1968.It was not until 1983 that the first seatbelt law was enacted and 1989 that children under 12 were required…you wonder how may lives were impacted by the failure  to enact meaningful legislation until  20 years after the technology was first available?



POLICY | ADVANCING AV

We are in the midst of a new wave of mobility technology evolution with 
even larger infrastructure considerations and more critical connectivity 

requirements; human safety implications by way of accident reduction will 
only be achieved with expert execution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are in the midst of a new wave of mobility technology evolution with even larger infrastructure considerations and more critical connectivity requirements; human safety implications by way of accident reduction will only be achieved with expert execution.As most of us know, over 35,000 Americans died on the road in 2016….NHTSA found that 94% of roadway fatalities are likely tied to human errors. Among other benefits , AV technology has tremendous opportunity to save lives…



WHO WE ARE
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So who are we and why are we here? This slide is a good representation our core business…who we often work for and what we deliver. In this picture, the worlds largest corporation is searching for better and more efficient ways to utilize its core product…oil. The Device Under Test is an internal combustion engine…the goal here is to improve combustion, reduce emissions, maximize fuel efficiency, improve longevity…we designed, procured and built the equipment, constructed and commissioned the systems and the room…we provided the tools and the space for the customer to perform their research. 



ACS Delivers
Innovative and integrated systems, 

equipment and facilities solutions for clients 
who demand high performance

ACS Utilizes

Understanding of Process Technology & Applications

Expertise in Industry Codes & Regulations

Ability to Fully Integrate Building & Process Systems 

Knowledge of Building Design & Construction

Flexible Project Delivery 



60+ Clients in 35 States & 
16 Countries

90 people with 650+ years of 
transportation test experience

Engine & Vehicle Test Forum 

$1.0 Billion Industry 
Investment

400+ Test Facilities
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Presentation Notes
Our core market is the delivery of engine & vehicle test solutions across a wide variety of platforms.Our staff of 90 engineers, designers, and fabricators has over 650 years of collective experience in this market segment.We have worked and are working with the transportation industry across the US and around the world.We have been directly involved with over 1500 test equipment and facility projects representing over $1.0billion in industry investment over the last 20 years.  And Since 2011, we have hosted a biannual Engine and Vehicle Forum here in Madison, bringing together industry leading organizations to share best practices, lessons learned, and to share innovations….
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The attendee’s, largely comprised from the above ACS customer base…find value in the opportunity to have these discussions in a non competitive environment and collaborate with their peers….other industry experts.  Our keynote speakers have included an engine industry futurist, a AV industry subject matter expert from SwRI, the NASA engineer who led the launch of several shuttle programs, and Governor Scott Walker. 



ACS | WHAT WE DO
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These photos represent a variety of engine and vehicle test solutions that we have delivered:- Arvin Sango North American Tech Center – Full Anechoic Chamber- MTU Tognum Development Project – Test Cell/Development/Emissions- Harley Davidson Product Development Center- Rolls Royce Power Pro R&D Phase II Project – Engine Dyno/Guard/ Test Cell/Development/Emissions- Cummins High Horsepower Technical Center/Engine Plant HedgehogThese test solutions provide the tools and spaces for our customers to  integrate and validate their products. And these two key aspects; Integration and Validation,  are part of the equation to characterize  the development, viability  and adoption of the AV.



ACS | PRODUCT INTEGRATION

Measuring the Systems as a Whole
• Components
• Systems 
• Vehicle
• Neighborhood
• City
• Highway
• State
• Country

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Product Integration describes the way subsystems are designed to fit and function together as a whole. Until now, this integration has ended with the completion of the assembled vehicle….In the AV world, this systems integration goes beyond the vehicle itself and includes the street, the neighborhood, the city, the state, the country…



ACS| PRODUCT VALIDATION

Proves functionality
• Definition of “what is”?
• Defines measurement
• Develop Acceptance Criteria
• Confirmation 

• Conditions
• Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respect to product validation, the deliverable goes beyond the design effort to prove functionality. Proper validation begins with defining ‘what?’, understanding the measurables, defining what done looks like, and concludes with confirmation that all systems meet expectations under defined external conditions and over time. 



AV POLICY | HOW WE FIT

Translating Between Objectives, Standards 
& Technology

• Objective = Safety
• Standards = “What is Necessary”
• Technology = “What is Possible”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To assist the marketplace in delivering integrated and validated products, we utilize processes to evaluate metrics, integrate solutions, validate procedures and address technical and fiscal implications. And in order to develop Industry Standards, regulatory agencies need to align with a pace that allows the market to develop in a financially viable model but not at the expense of the expected outcomes – in this case, public safety. It is with this experience in the transportation industry and our position within the delivery of product integration and validation that we bring our perspective to you today. 



AV POLICY | INPUTS
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As visions are advanced, there must be a relationship between technology development, market demand, and regulatory requirements for the product implementation to be successful. All good policy must center around these three legs. This combination must align in a timely manner. If any of these three components progresses at the expense of the other, there will be a failure in the policy. Everyone in this rooms fits somewhere on this continuum. It is important that this collective expertise is heard if effective policy is the expected outcome. 



THE EMISSIONS PARALLEL
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The emissions parallel…I feel this is an important story to relate….



EMISSIONS | THE PARALLEL

• Adoption and implementation of 
standards and regulations

• Government / Industry cooperation 
• Setting standards
• Defining test processes and procedures

• Key Concerns
• Difficulty / effort involved to develop the technology
• Constraints of the regulated timelines and market 

competition
• Investments in product development for adoption by 

consumers
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The Clean Air Act of 1970(establishing the EPA) was a major shift in the federal government's role in air pollution control. This legislation authorized the development of comprehensive federal and state regulations to limit emissions from both stationary (industrial) sources and mobile sources…Tier I regulations for engines and vehicles ( cfr 1065 and 1066) first  came about in 1990 in what is called the “1990 Clean Air Act Amendment”….limiting emissions from lawn mowers to cruise ships…and everything between.  Manufacturers had to have compliant product for on highway vehicle in 2007…27 years after the Amendment and 37 years after the original Clean Air Act. Industry and Government worked together, sort of, to set these standards and to define processes and procedures.There were just a few key implications:Although the standards were issued for comment several years before compliance was required, the resulting ambiguity in the regulatory language opened up the code to market driven interpretationThe final timeline for compliance put pressure on the OEM ability to conformThe technical requirements required the supply chain to design and develop new tools needed by the OEM’s to validate via tests.The added investment for these test tools and the resulting changes to the end produce drove up the cost to the consumer significantly. 



POLICY | WHERE DOES AV FALL?

Aerospace 
Regulations AV Regulations

Emissions 
Regulations

Sensors & Systems 
AdvancementLifestyle

Public Safety Air Quality

Stewardship Aftertreatment 
Advancement

Public Safety

Travel Needs Aviation 
Advancement
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If we take our original view on effective policy creation…Often times, new technology drives the need for new regulations…typically in the name of consumer protection…other times, new regulations can require the development of new technologies…both paths can lead to success. When we look at these three major transportation developments, each had major technological breakthroughs that have had or will significant public safety impacts. The important message here is that regulatory requirements have been instrumental in the continued development of each…however, aerospace regulations had little room for iteration while emissions requirements evolved over 30 years…and continue to evolve today. AV policy is somewhere in the middle…likely closer to the aerospace requirements. 



AV POLICY | CONSIDERATIONS

• Readiness: Infrastructure
• Tolerance: Tools must be tried, 

tested, and in place
• Access: Marketplace engagement
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So as we wait for the Senate to approve the Self Drive Act…as the technology continues to advance and transition from development to production…as consumer confidence and interest continues to grow…we feel there are 3 considerations that will help achieve what we all want…a policy that fosters continued innovation and development while ensuring consumers are informed and safe. Operational Readiness – infrastructure across all platforms needs to be integrated, consistent and standardsTolerance – Tools needed to validate AV products needed to tried, tested, available  and operational for validation.Access – the greater marketplace must be engaged and have access.



ADVANCING AV | READINESS

Development and Validation of the Testing Chain
• Math to Lab to Road

• Developing & Applying current methods and equipment 
(testing infrastructure)

• Validating the vehicle (vehicle infrastructure)
• Validating the environment (roadway infrastructure)

Presenter
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Integrating infrastructure includes the development and validation of the testing chain. As we move from algorithms to laboratories to the highway, the test technology, the vehicle itself and the environment need to be evaluated and validated as a system. 



ADVANCING AV | TOLERANCE

• Durability & Robustness 
Validation 

• V2X Communication
• The ECU (Electronic Control 

Units)
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As we look at Consideration #2, Tolerance as relates to development and performance, here are a few examples that represent the need to have mature technology tools in place.Durability & Robustness Validation includes Accelerated cycling, Physical environment simulation and Hardware in the Loop (HIL) test requirements. Data requirements must be developed and cofirmed. The addition of V2X communication yields significant increase in  complexity (Vehicle 2 x = cars, infrastructure, people, mobile devices)….Increases the need for uniform test methodologies  to assure all systems and sensors are validated for interoperability and compatibility. The vehicle is outfitted with hundreds of sensors and will drive the need to address how the whole system interacts. Suppliers most often  test their product per their own test and development methodologies and then provide their product to subsystem suppliers. The subsystem will need to be tested again as an integrated system or when all the subsystems are assembled.



ADVANCING AV | ACCESS

• Regulation Interpretation & Translation
• Testing Facilities Integration 
• Testing Equipment Integration 
• Testing Research and Development
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Allowing the marketplace access to the discussion brings real world subject matter expertise and the ability to deploy technologies cost effectively and timely. This will impact the interpretation and translation of regulations, will provide resources for the proper execution of test facility integration according to these standards with similar impact on test equipment, and will provide input into ways and means of test research and development. 



ACS | ADVANCING AV

AV technology will reach 
market acceptance when policy 

requires test and validation of the newly designed 
integrated systems to a common standard.

These regulations are able to be executed, from a 
vision to a product,  when they are 

able to be executed within a 
financially stable business model.
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It is our position that AV technology will reach market acceptance when policy requires test and validation of the newly designed integrated systems to a common standard, and when these regulations, from a vision to a product, are able to be executed within a financially stable business model.



Thank You
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